Five House Boosts

**Rescue Team Begins 57-Foot Descent To Search for Girl**

A rescue team began a 57-foot descent to search for a girl who fell into a well. The team used ropes and harnesses to lower a diver into the well, where they worked to locate the girl. After an estimated 30 minutes, the diver successfully retrieved the girl, who was later taken to the hospital for treatment.

**All-Campus Carnival Attracts 3,000 — **

**Honor Shuttlesworth, Strong — Baby Race Winner Is Marcia Zieser**

The All-Campus Carnival attracted 3,000 visitors, with many students attending to enjoy the various games, rides, and food stands. The event featured a baby race, and Marcia Zieser emerged as the winner, capturing the attention of the crowd.

**Council on Yugoslavia For Trade But Not War Aid, Tito Says**

President Tito of Yugoslavia announced that his country would accept economic aid for trade but would not accept war aid. This decision was significant for international relations, as it indicated a shift in Yugoslav policy.

**Near Depth Where Tot Is Trapped**

**Girl’s Rescuers Dig To 100 Feet**

Rescuers worked tirelessly to reach the depth where the tot was trapped, digging 100 feet into the ground. The rescue operation was described as a race against time, with efforts focused on ensuring the child's safety.

**The Weather**

Partly cloudy today with showers extreme southeast. High today 54, low 34. High yesterday 69, low 27.

**Girl’s Rescuers Dig To 100 Feet**

Rescuers began their efforts to reach the depth where the tot was trapped, digging into the ground. The operation was described as a race against time, with efforts focused on ensuring the child's safety.

**House Turns to Talks On Marshall Plan Aid**

Washington, D.C. — Talks turned today toward the issue of providing Europe a second installment of Marshall plan aid, with applause already spreading in Congress. The decision to focus on Marshall plan aid was seen as a significant step in supporting European recovery.

**Community Officers Chief Clemency, Ask For Surrender**

The Communist officers, as well as their sympathizers, have been asked to submit to the government for clemency. The call for surrender has been met with mixed responses, but it has led to some arrests and the release of certain individuals.

**Weather**

Partly cloudy today with showers extreme southeast. High today 54, low 34. High yesterday 69, low 27.

**Five House Boosts**

The bill for increased funding for the Army was passed by the House of Representatives, with a significant boost to the services. The bill included a request for $189 million in funding, which was approved.

**Just Before the Big Race Got Off To A Start**

Just before the big race started, the jockeys and horses prepared for the competition. The race was highly anticipated, with many horse owners and spectators gathering to witness the event.
Hartung Goes Route, Giants Top Pirates

NEW ORLEANS — Clint Hartung went the nearly perfect second inning, worked himself in trouble four times, and was the only pitcher with any semblance of control for the New York Giants Wednesday afternoon.

Hartung allowed the Pirates’ Wally Westlake to score in the second, but the Giants’ lead in the series was already 1-0.

Hartung fanned five batters, walked five and scattered three hits, allowing one hit to the Pirates. In the second inning, Hartung had Warner Smith hit a single, but Westlake stole second and scored when shortstop Sam Houser muffed the easy throw.

Cubs Get 10 in Fifth To Beat Dallas, 12-2

SOUTH DAKOTA CITY — The Chicago Cubs’ bats were stone silent in the first four innings of Tuesday’s game against the Dallas club, but the Cubs went off like a rocket in the fifth, scoring 10 runs to win the game, 12-2.

In the fifth inning, the Cubs sent 11 batters to the plate, scoring six runs. The Cubs added two more runs in the sixth, making the final score 12-2.

Bradley Taps Iowa-12, 10-5

Chase Miller

First to the Brady stadium, Bradley to go

New York City — An early home run off the bat of Larry Crowe led the way for the Iowa Hawkeyes as they defeated the Illinois Fighting Illini, 12-10, Tuesday afternoon.

Crowe’s home run gave Iowa a 1-0 lead in the first inning, and the Hawkeyes never looked back.

Bobetta

Huntington on Route to Carolina, 8-7

Huntington, W. Va. — Huntington College defeated Orangeburg, S.C., 8-7, Tuesday afternoon.

The home run in the first inning proved to be the difference in the game, as Huntington scored five runs in the inning to take an early lead.

Score Preg

Stop Wishing for a Good Meal!

The Princess Cafe turns wishes into delicious reality

Good food as only the Princess Cafe can prepare it. Whether its a delicate dinner of sea fish, steak, or chicken, or just a snack, you can be sure of the finest of foods at prices pleasing to the student budget.

You can always depend on quick, courteous service at our cafe. Drop in and let us serve you.

The Princess Cafe

Iowa’s Leading Restaurant

114 S. Dubuque
Married Yesterday
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Poore

SUI Students Wed in Afternoon Ceremony
Two UI students were united in marriage yesterday. Beverly Shutt became the bride of Harold Poore yesterday. The couple were married in the afternoon at the Botanical Center.
Hey, Look, People, No Hands!  
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City Council May Grant Wage Boost
Pay hikes for all city employees were approved Monday night at the meeting tomorrow night in the city hall at 7:30. A 30 percent increase across the board was granted by the council in the budget. One of the first acts of the new council was to set the meeting tomorrow night at the city hall at 7:30. The mayor will be present at the meeting.

Several city government officials and prominent citizens were present. The mayor set the time for the meeting tomorrow night as 7:30.

Another action by the present council was the approval of the insurance rates for the city.

The insurance premiums for the city are set at $15,000.

Sears Wins Suit; Gets Possession of Furniture
The Sears, Roebuck and Co. store of Iowa City was awarded possession of a $100,000 order by the court of equity Thursday in a suit brought against a woman who refused to pay for the merchandise.

The woman, an Iowa City resident, was ordered to pay for the merchandise within 30 days or face the legal consequences of the lawsuit.

Sears, Roebuck and Co. store of Iowa City was awarded possession of a $100,000 order by the court of equity Thursday in a suit brought against a woman who refused to pay for the merchandise.

The woman, an Iowa City resident, was ordered to pay for the merchandise within 30 days or face the legal consequences of the lawsuit.

Performance Hints Aims Over Head in Annual Spring Contest

Annual Easter Egg Decorating Contest Planned for Children
The annual Easter Egg decorating contest for children will be held at the county fairgrounds next week. The contest will be divided into two age groups: 4-8 years old and 9-12 years old. Prizes will be awarded to winners in each group.

Easter eggs will be distributed to the children and they will be allowed to decorate them. The decorated eggs will be judged by a panel of judges and prizes will be awarded to the winners.

Fever Occurs in Springtime

Doctors List Rheumatic Disease Symptoms

By MAX M. EDES

One of the leading causes of death among U.S. children is rheumatic fever. It occurs as a late complication of rheumatic fever, a serious disease that affects the heart and blood vessels. Rheumatic fever can cause severe heart damage, leading to death. The symptoms of rheumatic fever include fever, pain, swelling, and redness of the joints. The disease may be treated with antibiotics and other medications.

The disease is caused by a streptococcal infection of the throat or skin, which is treated with antibiotics to prevent further complications. The disease affects both men and women equally.
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In cases where the infection is not treated, the disease may lead to permanent damage to the heart, which may require surgery. The symptoms of rheumatic fever may include fever, pain, swelling, and redness of the joints. The disease may be treated with antibiotics and other medications.
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Barrett’s New Band Makes Debut over WSUI

Barrett Back in Business
Bond Small, Features Unique Instrumentation, Rhythm Section Replaces Drums

BY KEVIN

With the jazz season not too far behind us but the climate breezy and the fire burning for safety ads at hotel clerks, cab drivers and nannies, it is a matter of time when a man who likes to hear jazz goes to witness the start of a new band which promises good jazz and entertainment.

Barrett has a band of talent that can make good music and entertainment.

The band is of the greatest importance in the musical society.
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Barrett has been around a long time and has a band of talent that can make good music and entertainment.
Cold War
Twelve Nations Sign North Atlantic Treaty

The signers' names were announced on the radio last night. The Treaty is to take effect on May 30.

United Nations
Assembly Convenes; Russ Cast 30th Vote

The United Nations General Assembly convened at the United Nations Headquarters in New York City last week. The United States and Soviet Union were among the nations who cast votes on Tuesday.

Congress
Marshall Plan Extension Survives Senate Debate

The Senate voted to extend the Marshall Plan, which was set to expire on June 30. The extension will provide an additional $5 billion for the program.
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U NIVERSITY C ALENDAR

UNIVERSITY CALENDAR dates are scheduled in the Procter Hall, Old Capital, and other locations.

Monday, April 13

7:30 a.m. - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.

7:45 a.m. - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.

8:00 a.m. - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.

8:15 a.m. - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.

9:00 a.m. - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.

10:00 a.m. - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.

11:00 a.m. - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.

12:00 noon - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.

1:00 p.m. - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.

2:00 p.m. - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.

3:00 p.m. - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.

4:00 p.m. - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.

5:00 p.m. - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.

6:00 p.m. - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.

7:00 p.m. - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.

8:00 p.m. - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.

9:00 p.m. - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.

10:00 p.m. - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.

11:00 p.m. - Mass, in the Library, St. Joseph's Seminary, Conception Abbey, Conception, Missouri.
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THE HANDBALL court was empty at one o'clock, and some of the students had already left for lunch. The game was to start at 1:30, but there were only two players left at the table when the time finally arrived.

The floor was covered with a thin film of dust, and the ball was difficult to hit. The players had a hard time keeping the ball in the court, and there was a lot of noise and confusion on the court.

The score was tied at 11, and the game was still in progress when the bell rang for lunch.
Aerial View of Rescuers Digging for Trapped Child

This is how the attempt was made. Scene at San Marino, Calif. At lower left is a trap door set in the sidewalk. Near the lower right is the entrance through which rescuers entered the house. Above are the rescuers at work. A wide hole dug alongside the small pipe which rescuers were unable to enter. The two pictures on page 11 were also taken from the scene. At San Marino, Calif., to Rescue from a two-year-old girl. Photo from an aerial viewpoint above ground level taken from the scene and show how rescuers might have been able to enter if the child were not trapped. This was the child from which the rescue was attempted. The little girl is shown at the center of the picture. She is in the arms of her rescuer and is being carried away from the site of the rescue. The rescuers are shown working in the background.

Mystery Solved - Collage 13 Not Stolen

Where is Currier Collage 13? There has been much speculation about its whereabouts, but there has been no official announcement. However, it is believed that the collage was stolen from the Currier Gallery in New York City. The collage is a rare and valuable piece of art, and its value is estimated to be in the millions of dollars. The police have been searching for the thieves, but so far the collage has not been found.

U.S. Accused Of Aggression

Lake Success (AP) - Assistant Sec. of State James E. Baker said today that the United States will not seek a military solution for the dispute over Poland's former nuclear weapons sites, including the site at Lech, near the border with NATO.

Baker said that the United States would continue to work with the Soviet Union to resolve the dispute peacefully. The United States is concerned that the site at Lech could be used by the Soviet Union to develop nuclear weapons.

Baker also said that the United States would continue to work with the NATO allies to ensure that the site at Lech is not used by the Soviet Union to develop nuclear weapons.

Herman Herd Hits Town

For Tri-Dorm Dance

By Erika M. *

The Herman Herd hit town Friday night from Madison, Wis., to make their final tour before returning to Madison for the annual Tri-Dorm Dance. The group performed a set of their current hits and a few covers of popular songs. The audience was enthusiastic, and the dance was a huge success.

White Plume - Wildman's Service

904 S. Broadway. Dr.

Call for prompt delivery telephone...

Ask Your Milkman Or At Your Food Store

Whipped Cream

At the Flick of a Finger

A quick way to add a party touch to your favorite salads and desserts

Reddi-wip!

You'll discover dozens of delicious uses for Reddi-wip... it's ideal for pies, cakes, puddings, salads or hot cheese... and so easy to use! All you do is shake the can, turn it upside down, press the top... and out comes a creamy, full-bodied whipped cream... in cups or dollops... with just the touch of a puff... and finished off with a touch of vanilla added to extra goodness.

Spring Beauty

Diamonds. The most cherished gifts, are a perfect symbol of love. Diamonds are forever... and with no cost whatever, diamonds with care from a reproducible jeweler.

Take pride in a perfect choice in a diamond. Choose a jeweler you can trust, and look for the best diamonds, availability.